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Whether the desire is to capture serenity  
and warmth, or make a trendy and bold  
statement, a remodel can make old things  
new and reflect a revitalized chapter.

These ProSource Wholesale® trade pro  
members present their own story in these  
respective spaces, highlighting  
their creativity.

Planning a remodel or new build? ProSource  
Wholesale is the source to make it a success.  
Contact or visit your local showroom.

www.prosourcewholesale.com/showrooms

Every remodel  
tells the tale of  

a vision for a  
better, more  

functional space. 

www.prosourcewholesale.com/showrooms


Akio Henderson

Tile & Wood Design
ProSource of Colorado Springs, CO

The original installer quit, so I arrived  
and helped the client make better  
material choices based on their wants. 

I also made a satellite engineer happy, 
which was no easy feat. The tile arrived 
promptly at the doorway. My client was 
blown away from the level of detail.



Launi Shapiro

Saje Properties
ProSource of Lakeland, FL

I am renovating a Spanish-style  
lake house in central Florida. I chose  
a blonde wood look porcelain tile  
to go throughout the house, but the  
real stunner is the primary bathroom, 
where I took that tile up to the  
“wet” area and then transitioned to  
a basalt mosaic. 

I wanted a combination of modern  
Mediterranean and a more organic look 
that would create a more outdoorsy feel.  
I did a statement wall in the shower with 
the 36x72 crash and a concrete-looking  
tile on the side wall to match up with the 
actual concrete wall. I put a living wall 
above the tub and used blonde bamboo 
arched mirrors above the sleek and  
modern 72” vanity. Modern chrome accent 
lighting along the mirrors and a black 
metal rustic-looking pendant hang in the 
center of the room. We used three pieces 
of the crash tile and were able to line up 
the veins beautifully. 

During the installation, the middle piece 
got a chip in a corner and I had to make 
the call to take it down. We ended up  
delaying the project until we could get 
another piece, but we could not select 
the same one. In the end, the new pattern 
matched even better than the original one!
 
It could not have turned out more  
beautiful! It went from a 90’s pink  
acrylic bathroom - yes, including the  
tub - to a modern Spanish retreat!  
Thank you ProSource!



Shawn Najowicz

Rosewood Custom Homes
ProSource of Bridgeville, PA

This was a full three room remodel  
that consisted of taking down interior  
walls to open up the space between  
the kitchen and (now) dining room.  
New cabinets, appliances, fixtures,  
backsplash, and flooring were added  
in the kitchen.



Vikki Leftwich

Villa Vici 
ProSource of New Orleans, LA

Our clients came to us wanting  
a “glam camp” for their weekend  
getaway on the water. The two bathrooms 
were designed to be an oasis for a busy 
couple wanting to relax and unwind.



Vikki Leftwich (continued)

Villa Vici 
ProSource of New Orleans, LA



Joyce Cummings

ProSource of Dallas Market Center, TX

I wanted to make this galley kitchen  
fresh and bright with new cabinets,  
countertops, sink, faucet, and flooring.  
This is a high-rise and the space is  
small; however, the cabinets have cool  
lazy Susan shelves in the corners, large 
drawers under the cooktop, self-closing 
hardware, and lovely polished gold  
cabinet pulls, making it beautiful and  
so much more functional. 

It’s impossible not to love this  
new kitchen from ProSource!



Joyce Cummings

ProSource of Dallas Market Center, TX

(continued)



Anissa Labrador

Suncoast Vintage Décor
ProSource of Lakeland, FL

I am an interior designer in the central  
Florida area. My clients were about to 
begin a bathroom renovation. We visited 
our ProSource of Lakeland showroom to 
select all of the tile, cabinetry, and flooring 
needed for the project. Saturdae and Toni 
provided exceptional customer service,  
and both were experts at guiding us 
through the ordering process. I provided 
guidance on the color scheme and style  
for my clients. 

We began the process by choosing  
the flooring and patterns, then chose  
the hexagon marble backsplash.  
From there, the wall and shower tiles  
were chosen to coordinate. The finished 
bathroom is now a relaxing retreat and  
the favorite room in the house! Thank  
you ProSource for making the process 
seamless for my clients!



Anissa Labrador

Suncoast Vintage Décor
ProSource of Lakeland, FL

(continued)



Marifran King

Stately Grace
ProSource of St. Louis, MO

This lower level was completely redesigned 
for my client’s large family. We selected 
this waterproof flooring and stunning 
mirrored backslash, as well as gorgeous 
hardware from ProSource. There is also  
a bunk room with carpet from ProSource. 
I love my representative, Michelle Shorley, 
because she collaborates with me to help 
ensure we pick the most beautiful and 
functional products for each space.



Marifran King

Stately Grace
ProSource of St. Louis, MO

(continued)



Julie Cantella

Inner Focus
ProSource of Springfield, MA

ProSource is detail-oriented. As an  
interior designer, I have specific design 
requirements that I need to meet and  
they worked with supporting options  
until it was tailored to fit. The space had 
challenges along the way because some 
areas needed to be custom built onsite  
and together we hashed it over until every 
inch mattered. I was assured every piece 
to the puzzle would be included for my 
contractor to put this beautiful Diamond 
cabinet kitchen together. I selected a  
48”x 48” tile to give a seamless look for  
the area located above my stove and its 
companion large format tile for the rest  
of my backsplash. The outcome is  
stunning. Thank you for all your help,  
support and, most of all, pulling together 
my dream kitchen.



Julie Cantella

Inner Focus 
ProSource of Springfield, MA

(continued)



James VanHouten

J. Oliver Construction
ProSource of Oklahoma City, OK

Denise Locke and I collaborated on  
this project for a long-time client of  
mine. I have been using ProSource for  
over ten years. They are the only  
showroom in the city that I trust and  
enjoy working with. Every employee  
from ProSource of Oklahoma City is  
welcoming and extremely helpful!



Lydia Andrews

Maple & Moss 
ProSource of Colorado Springs, CO

Maple & Moss wanted to keep the  
authentic look of this 1891 Victorian  
home, but add layers of personality  
as well. This family bath works perfectly 
even with its smaller size.



Cynthia Metts DeNeal

Design Solutions by Cyndi 
ProSource of Roanoke, VA

My client was looking to expand the  
shower and update the bathroom.  
I was able to remove a closet from  
the hallway and open up the shower  
with two shower heads, including a  
handheld in the center. The tile floor 
in the main bathroom gives the illusion  
of an area rug.



Cynthia Metts DeNeal

Design Solutions by Cyndi 
ProSource of Roanoke, VA

(continued)



Erroll Audrict

Pischon Developments 
ProSource of New Orleans, LA

My wife and I have renovated 21 properties 
prior to this house; however, this is our first 
new construction project from the ground 
up. We approached this project wanting 
it to be something we were proud of, and 
check all the boxes of how a person lives 
in and utilizes a home. Along the way, we 
ran into some obstacles of having to shut 
down the project at times as we waited on 
material due to the supply chain shortage 
during the pandemic, not to mention  
a hurricane. However, we kept moving 
along, and eventually we were able to get 
to the finish line and get the property to 
market. After three and a half months,  
we finally got it sold. We have gotten  
numerous amounts of compliments on  
the home and we are motivated to get  
to our next project.



Shawn King

Shawn King, Inc. 
ProSource of Port Richey, FL

This is a custom Schluter shower  
with heated floors, curved bench  
and custom niche.



Erich Schwanke

Swanke Renovation 
ProSource of Colorado Springs, CO

The Sunnywood project was our first  
big project working with ProSource.  
Our client gave us their concept photo  
for inspiration. We worked with our  
representative, Ramiah, to walk our  
clients through the showroom and  
ordering process. We were able to  
work together to bring their dream  
bathroom to life. Along the way, we  
hit some bumps, but our representative  
at ProSource was attentive and always 
there to help us work through the hurdle  
as smoothly as possible. Our client was  
so happy with the outcome that they  
referred us to a work friend in order to  
land our company another dream  
bathroom renovation.



Doug Mclellen

Elite Custom Floors 
ProSource of Sarasota, FL

Job sold by account manager Greg at  
ProSource of Sarasota and installed  
by Elite Custom Floors.



Teanna Ruppel

Rethunk My Junk 
ProSource of Roanoke, VA

My name is Teanna and I’m the owner  
and founder of Rethunk My Junk. Our  
business began about six years ago at  
our local farmers market. My mom and I 
would set up each Saturday for several 
long hours in the summer heat. While  
we truly loved it, it was a lot of hard,  
dedicated work. She would spend the  
week prior prepping wreaths, and I  
would spend the week sanding and  
redoing furniture and other accessories,  
refinishing anything I could find.  
After really getting to know my  
community better in that time, I realized 
that they didn’t need more stuff, what  
they needed was someone to help them 
with the things they already had. That’s 
where we got the name and it stuck! 

Rethunk My Junk was catchy, and now  
here I am, going to ProSource of Roanoke 
daily to help clients all over the state love 
their home again. It is something that I 
have always been very passionate about 
and I truly love what I do. It is a true gift to 
step foot into a person’s most cherished 
thing they own, their home, and help them 
make their dream come to life.



Brian Thibodeaux

Living Improvements 
ProSource of Sugarland, TX

We did a complete kitchen and living  
area renovation, including wood flooring 
from ProSource. 



Cynthia Metts DeNeal

Design Solutions by Cyndi 
ProSource of Roanoke, VA

I gave this contemporary client a  
clean look with glass penny rounds  
on backsplash and interlocking wood  
flooring produced in Tennessee.



Lisa Anshutz

CLA Property Management 
ProSource of Oklahoma City, OK

My story starts in 2000 when my best 
friend Rhonda Morgan-Jacks came to me 
and said that she found a job perfect for 
me. At the time, I was so lost and had no 
clue what I wanted for my life-long career. 
Ever since I was young, I would always look 
at the magazines with the model homes 
and dreamed of planning them myself. 
Rhonda became a realtor and found me  
my first home. This started my journey on 
how I got started with flipping homes. 

My first home was a very hard process. 
I wanted to ensure that my clients got 
the best material on the shelves. I soon 
realized I had no clue what I was doing. 
That is when I met Martin. Martin has been 
my contractor since 2000 and still is now. 
He had been in this business a couple 
years prior so I trusted him to help me find 
the materials and put it together. That is 
when he showed me ProSource. They had 
everything from tile, carpet, and cabinet 
hardware. I soon realized it was the most 
reliable material on the shelf. After the 21st 
flipped house, I wanted to take a bigger 
step. That is when I bought my first Airbnb 
home. After a long 30 days, my dream 
came true. Our Airbnb is now open in the 
amazing Plaza District. I couldn’t be any 
happier with this huge achievement in my 
life, and I can’t be any more thankful for 
the people that helped along the way. 

Thanks to ProSource and their selection, 
my dream look came true, even down to 
the cabinet handles.



Riitta Ylonen

Finn Design 
ProSource of Brevard, FL

The clients wanted to update their  
original master bathroom to make it 
safe, practical, and beautiful. The old, 
unused corner garden tub was removed 
in order to create the space for a large 
shower with low curb anti-slip base.  
We fixed the hand-held shower heads 
with grab bars added for safety  
and functionality. The old small  
shower space was modified to receive 
an air-whirlpool tub combination with 
options for relaxation and maintaining 
their well-being. The quartz tub  
deck flows into the shower creating  
a comfortable seat. The walls in the 
bathing area were tiled to the ceiling 
with accent iridescent accent strips. 

Custom hickory cabinetry with timeless 
medium/light neutral stain-and-glaze 
finish was made for the vanity with deep  
drawers. The quartz vanity top is low 
maintenance, bright, and beautiful. 
Shallow wall cabinets and coordinating 
linen closet create plenty of accessible 
storage space. Adjustable vanity mirrors 
were added for functionality. Plenty  
of lighting was added with general  
recessed LED lights above the vanity,  
as well as on the sides, all independently 
controlled. The motion detected toe 
kick lights turn on when entering the 
space for safety. The new flooring  
features vinyl tile for easy maintenance 
that flows into the master bedroom.  
The grab bars are used throughout the 
bathroom, shower, water closet, and 
towel bar across the vanity for safety.
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